Tri‐County Council
for the Lower Eastern Shore of Maryland
Serving Somerset, Wicomico and Worcester Counties
Executive Board Meeting Minutes
October 23, 2019

Larry Dodd, Chair, called the meeting of the Tri-County Council for the Lower Eastern Shore of
Maryland Executive Board to order on Wednesday, October 23, 2019, at the Tri-County Council MultiPurpose Center in Salisbury at 6:15 p.m.
Voting Members in attendance: Larry Dodd, Wicomico County; Ted Elder, Worcester County; and
Eldon Willing, Somerset County; also standing as proxy for Rex Simpkins, Somerset County. A
quorum was present.
Non-Voting Members in attendance: Randy Laird, Somerset County.
Guests: Pat Schrawder attended on behalf of Senator Mary Beth Carozza.
Staff in attendance: Greg Padgham, Sharon Jones, John Donegan, Becca Webster and Brenda
Howard.
Upon a motion to vote made by Eldon Willing and seconded by Ted Elder, the minutes of the
Executive Board meetings on July 24, 2019 and August 28, 2019 were approved unanimously with no
opposition.
Old Business
A. Shore Transit Update – Sharon Jones
Funding
FY20 FTA/MTA Operation & Capital Grants signed & sent to MTA
DHS Grant approved ($1,665,629) – 1st Quarter payment at the Comptroller’s Office
Routes
A meeting was held on October 1st in the Worcester County Government Office Building
between the senior management of the Tri-County Counsel, the Worcester County Chief
Administrative Officer and the senior management of the Worcester County Commission on
Aging. The meeting addressed the challenges associated with an imbalance in allocation of
funds between the Statewide Special Transportation Assistance Program (SSTAP), county
funds, ADA Service, and 5307/5311 grants, as well as the strain said imbalance is placing on
Shore Transit capabilities.
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Fixed Routes Changed to Fall/Winter Schedule on September 22nd.
O
Reduced Service on Regional Routes
o Elimination of Route 155 (In-Town Salisbury Route – which had low ridership and

offered duplicative service
o Changes have helped with the number of drivers and vehicles that are needed and should
help with the budget
Fixed Route Ridership is strong
Origin to Destination Ridership continues to grow
o 1st Qtr FY20 – 82,542 passenger trips (both modes combined)
Vehicles
BEACON still gathering data for the MPO Study on increasing ridership
Revenue Fleet at 42
Ordered 3 FY20 small buses, 3 medium buses and 1 FY19 medium bus
The recently purchased used small bus passed registration inspection
o Need to transplant a wheelchair lift
o Will help with the shortage of small buses
MTA
FTA Safety Plan submitted for review
EEOC Plan ready to submit to MTA
Waiting for information to start the FY21 Annual Transportation Plan
Staffing
91 employees, 55 drivers
3 Drivers out on lengthy medical leave
Recruitment ongoing
Facility
Warranty repair on lights in the Wash Bay completed
Overview Summary
The above Shore Transit Update was provided to TCC Executive Board Members as part of their
meeting packet. TCC Administrative Services Director, John Donegan, and Shore Transit Deputy
Director, Sharon Jones, collectively reported on analysis performed following the Shore Transit FY19
budget shortfall.
John reminded the group that during the last meeting, he and Transit Director, Brad Bellacicco had
discussed the budget shortfall. He added that ADA ridership had grown exponentially. He reported
that Deputy Transit Director, Sharon Jones has been charged with the task of analyzing ADA service
to determine what could be done to better manage ADA service and directed them to the report that
was contained in their meeting packet.
Sharon explained to the Board that Shore Transit is federally mandated to provide ADA service. She
outlined for the group the parameters of ADA service:
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For transit systems that operate Fixed Route service, complementary paratransit service is
federally mandated to be provided for individuals who are unable to access/utilize Fixed
Route service because of their disability
The ADA service area is defined as the parameter within ¾ mile of any fixed route path
ADA service provides transportation to those individuals who qualify and is mandated to be
provided during the days and hours that any individual using fixed route service would be
able to travel
The fare for ADA service is $5 per trip (Fixed Route fares are $3 per trip and the federal
mandate allows for the fare to be double; however, Shore Transit fares are already amongst
the highest in the state of Maryland
ADA service is federally mandated to have no capacity constraints
Sharon further explained that her initial analysis took a closer look at whether Shore Transit was
providing too much ADA service, specifically, whether ADA service was being provided outside of
the ¾ mile Fixed Route parameter or outside of the Fixed Route operation days and hours. Finding
very few instances of that, Sharon explained that she looked at whether Fixed Route paths could
shift and perhaps transition some of these ADA certified riders onto the Fixed Route. Sharon said
that Fixed Route paths generally travel along highway corridors and changing paths was not a
feasible option.
Sharon went on to say that there is little that can be done, short of reducing Fixed Route service, to
curtail ADA service. Since many ADA certified individuals are using the service for Non-Emergency
Medical Transportation – largely for dialysis, even reducing fixed route service would not have the
desired outcome of better managing ADA service.
In response to these challenges Sharon said she looked at transportation under other funding
sources that could be better controlled, specifically, 5311 Formula Funding for Rural
Transportation and SSTAP (Statewide Special Transportation Assistance Program). Shore
Transit has already taken steps to better manage the strain on resources by limiting days and
hours of service for 5311 and general public riders under the SSTAP funding source.
John explained that Shore Transit receives SSTAP funding only for Wicomico and Worcester
Counties. He went on to provide a quick overview of the SSTAP service provided to general public
versus through Commissions on Aging for Wicomico and Worcester. He provided the Board with
statistical charts outlining passenger trips and hours of service and associated costs for SSTAP.
Sharon added that it was important to keep in mind that the hours reported were for service hours.
Service hours are calculated by the time period between when the first customer boards the bus
until the last customer alights. Sharon explained that travel time, where the bus is in service but no
customers have yet boarded, is called “deadhead”. Shore Transit absorbs those costs and when
providing transportation for the MAC Center or WORCOA, those agencies do not pay for that
“deadhead” time. Sharon also added that Shore Transit Scheduling Staff do a good job of
“ridesharing” – in an effort to better use resources.
John explained how SSTAP funding is a relatively small amount of funding for the amount of
service needed under that funding source and how SSTAP funding is quickly depleted (with the
additional funding being covered by local overmatch).
There was discussion on what options could be explored for feasibility to reduce associated costs:
House Shore Transit vehicles in locations within Worcester County to reduce deadhead
Seek other grant funding that could help to cover the costs for SSTAP being underfunded
Seek assistance from local delegation to encourage additional SSTAP funding be awarded
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There was discussion on the Eligibility Certification Process, Marketing, and Community
Transportation concept versus Public Transit.
Sharon provided a quick overview of the original concept of Shore Transit and its Association Board
composition and compared how the current Shore Transit Advisory Board was a pared-down version
of the original Association Board. Sharon stated that when Shore Transit moved beyond the concept
of coordinated community transportation to becoming a transit entity under Tri-County Council, the
funding sources changed and so did the mission. She concluded by sharing that Shore Transit does
still recognize the importance of forging community partnerships, but encouraged Board members to
keep in mind what Shore Transit’s current mission as a public entity is – with the understanding that,
given resource constraints, Shore Transit will never be able fully meet the needs of every partnering
agency.
B. Administrative Services – John Donegan
Continuing the discussion regarding Shore Transit, John referenced the packets of materials
handed out. These included:
1) Shore Transit ADA Data Analysis(see below);
2) TCC Shore Transit FY17 – FY19 SSTAP Analysis rev. 10/7/19 (see below);
SSTAP
John explained this is an overall system issue. The Worcester County Commission on Aging faces
a significant challenge with regard to senior rides. In addition, the Tri-County Council is very
sympathetic to the Worcester County CoA goals, as well as TCC-ST’s funding limitations for this
program. Shore Transit understands Worcester has a large senior population and that it is
projected to grow significantly in the coming years.
The SSTAP Program definition refers to the elderly and disabled, and is not a program for only the
counties’ aging agencies. A distinction is made with regard to direct to customer vs. agency. The
SSTAP program currently serves both the Aging agencies and the population directly. TCC/ST
receives funding for SSTAP for Wicomico and Worcester Counties. Somerset County receives their
own SSTAP funding and handles the service themselves.
A detailed explanation of the Income Section of the SSTAP Analysis revealed the SSTAP
Program is funded from various sources in the amount of $445,601, but that total expenditures on
the program amounts to $1,107,761 – a total of $662,160 representing more than 10,000 vehicles
hours) in “overmatch”. The overmatch is derived from county funds which should be allocated to
match other grants, specifically, 5307, 5311 and ADA service. The current allocation places
additional strain on those other grants. Senior staff requested instruction from the Board regarding
whether the current allocation should continue, or whether it should be brought more
in line with actual available funding.
Shore Transit Driver Compensation
John provided an update on questions raised by the Executive Board in the August 28th Special
Meeting.
Workman’s Compensation
John reported regarding the Workman’s Comp audit with Chesapeake Employers. Interviews
with auditors went fine and there has been no indication of findings to date.
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Audit
The Maryland State Retirement audit has been completed and preliminary findings reported two
missed posts, otherwise there were no significant findings. The official report is forthcoming.
John also reported on the annual federal financial audit performed by TGM Group, LLC
(agreement with auditors in packet). He advised the auditors were anticipating the audit will be
completed earlier than originally expected. The advanced work complete; field work in progress;
Est. deadline to complete is Nov. 30. 4-months faster than 3-years ago; reduced bill from +80k
to under 50k with in-house processes, policy and transparency
Information Technology
John reported that TCC’s cyber policy insurance covered the review of the August IT incident by
forensic cyber investigators. Conclusions indicated there was no loss of data, with good
identification, response, isolation, and remediation by the Tri-County IT staff. TCC has
developed and implemented a ‘next steps’ plan to improve our security and more aggressively
New Business:
A. Lower Shore Workforce Alliance Board Appointments – Becca Webster
Becca Webster discussed a motion to fill two open positions of the Workforce Development
Board. Short bios were shared with the board. Mr. Francisco Vega was nominated to take the
seat of Greg Eberts as a representative of Wagner-Peyser. His term would not be bound to a
particular deadline and would only expire upon replacement. Ms. Denean Jones-Ward was
nominated to fill the seat available to Adult Education providers in the area. There are currently
three providers who rotate every two years; Worcester and Somerset County Public Schools
have each had a term and the rotation now moves to Wor-Wic Community College.
Ted Elder made the motion to bring the request to a vote, and it was seconded by Eldon Willing.
The motion was approved unanimously.
B. Eastern Shore Luncheon – Greg Padgham
Greg Padgham advised that the Eastern Shore Luncheon normally held on Thursday at the
Winter MACo Conference has been moved to Wednesday, December 4, 2019 from 12 noon to 1
p.m. Tri-County has requested a separate room at the conference to hold our annual meeting for
the election of the Tri-County Council officer membership. Details will be forthcoming as soon as
received from MACo.
C.
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) – Greg Padgham
Greg Padgham advised the CEDS brochure is posted and Interactive Dashboard is scheduled
to be completed by the end of October, with links to be provided on the website. He advised he
attended a CEDS committee meeting of the Mid-Shore Regional Council this week, and took
note of the fact that their CEDS action plans are heavily oriented toward specific economic
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development projects. Greg envisions the Lower Shore process moving in that direction in the
future as it would create a stronger link between specific Lower Shore projects and EDA
infrastructure funds.
D.

Delmarva Index – Greg Padgham

A joint group email announcement by the Directors of the Tri-County Council for the Lower
Eastern Shore and Mid-Shore Council went out recently announcing the Delmarva Index is now
operational. The Delmarva Index is introduced as on-line data repository and visualization tool
that will function as a comprehensive data source for economic, geographic and social data
pertaining to the Delmarva Peninsula. It was created through a partnership of the Tri-County
Council for the Lower Eastern Shore and the Mid-Shore Regional Councils (with support
through the Rural Maryland Prosperity Investment Fund) and the Eastern Shore Regional GIS
Cooperative. Greg encouraged everyone to make use of this tool and to provide feedback and
suggestions for improvement. The link is provided for quick reference:
https://delmarvaindex.org/.
Other Business:
With the new year approaching, Mr. Laird suggested having a discussion and vote at the next
Full Tri-County Council meeting regarding location of future meetings. Meetings can be held at
the centrally located Tri-County Council or continue to rotate to each of the three counties
throughout the year. Factors to be considered:





Locations with adequate separate meeting space for up to fifty people.
Accommodations for meal service that can be pre-ordered and served promptly at the
beginning of the meeting.
Availability to IT resources for speakers with presentation.
Limited outside noise.

Should the Board vote to keep scheduled rotation throughout the counties suggested locations
that meet the above criteria in each county are welcomed and appreciated.
With no other business to discuss, a motion to adjourn was made by Ted Elder and seconded
by Eldon Willing. The meeting adjourned at 7:50 p.m.
Attachments:
TCC Shore Transit FY17 – FY19 SSTAP Analysis (Trips and Hours Statistics) rev.
10/7/19
Shore Transit Data Analysis Report, August, 2019
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TCC Shore Transit FY17 ‐ FY19 SSTAP Analysis

Trips and Hours Statistics

Rev: 10/7/19

Trip Statistics
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

FY17

FY18

FY19

Wicomico County
Direct to resident/customer
Wicomico MAC Center
STAP-WIC Total:

3,412
4,634
8,046

3,624
4,562
8,186

4,094
3,824
7,918

Worcester County
Direct to resident/customer
Worcester Commission on Aging
Worcester Adult Medical Daycare

3,461
3,082
3,095

3,034
2,128
5,174

2,865
1,907
4,793

Worcester CoA & AMD Total:

STAP-WOR Total:
SSTAP Total:

6,177

7,302

6,700

9,638

10,336

9,565

17,684

18,522

17,483

Vehicle Hours Statistics
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

STAP Wicomico
Direct to resident/customer
Wicomico MAC Center
STAP‐WIC Total
Cost Per Vehicle Hour

$

STAP‐WOR
Direct to resident/customer
Worcester Commission on Aging
Worcester Adult Medical Daycare
Worcester CoA & AMD Total:

STAP‐WOR TOTAL
Cost Per Vehicle Hour
STAP‐TOTAL
Cost Per Vehicle Hour

2,903
4,161
7,064
55.87 $

2,535
4,060
6,595
60.70 $

3,180
3,305
6,485
65.25

4,266
2,231
3,433

3,027
944
5,879

3,163
778
6,642

5,663

6,822

$

9,930
55.30 $

9,849
62.99 $

10,582
64.69

7,420

$

16,994
55.54 $

16,444
62.07 $

17,067
64.91

TCC Shore Transit FY17 ‐ FY19 SSTAP Analysis

Income

Rev: 10/7/19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SSTAP Wicomico Co.
State
TCC Match
TCC Overmatch
Wic‐MAC
Fares
Prepaid Tickets
Advertising
Total:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

111,115
37,348
218,792
18,015
3,592
4,004
1,792
394,659

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

110,215
36,894
224,620
19,988
3,124
3,185
2,256
400,280

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

102,087
34,443
257,960
19,170
3,924
3,819
1,729
423,131

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SSTAP Worcester Co.
State
TCC Match
TCC Overmatch
Wor‐CoA
Fares
Prepaid Tickets
Advertising
Total:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

157,900
52,324
281,265
48,252
3,190
3,590
2,628
549,148

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

165,048
54,860
340,350
50,400
2,959
3,054
3,727
620,398

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

166,928
55,229
404,200
50,400
2,593
2,663
2,615
684,629

SSTAP Program Total
State
TCC Match
TCC Overmatch
Wor‐Coa
Wic‐Mac
Fares
Prepaid Tickets
Advertising
Total:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

269,015 $
275,263
89,672 $
91,754
500,057 $
564,969
48,252 $
50,400
18,015 $
19,988
6,782 $
6,083
7,594 $
6,238
4,420 $
5,983
943,807 $
1,020,678
Without overmatch:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

269,015
89,672
662,160
50,400
19,170
6,517
6,482
4,344
1,107,761
445,601

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

State Funds aportionment
Total State STAP:
60%
40%
40% Wic Eld/Dis
40% Wor Eld/Dis
Wic STAP
Wor STAP

269,015
161,409
107,606
59,366
48,240

(1/2 for each co.)

140,071
128,944

52.07%
47.93%

80,705 60% equally amongst the jurisdictions
55.17%
44.83%

16000
13000

Shore Transit

ADA Data Analysis
August 2019

Serving Somerset, Wicomico and Worcester Counties

Origin to Destination Services
Assessing Current Services & Exploring Options To Reduce Operational Costs

The Concern
Shortfall in Shore Transit’s budget for year-end FY2019.
Despite concern that operational costs for Shore Transit were ahead of projections by mid FY2019,
costs continued to climb and ended the year with a substantial shortfall.
Rising costs of Purchased Service (taxi use for Origin to Destination service) and overtime directly
attributed to the shortfall.
The Data
Since funding received is not designated to go to one mode versus another, allocations are based
on service characteristics. Less demand on the Origin to Destination (OTD) side means more service
can be provided on Fixed Route… and vice versa.
In August 2017, Shore Transit, in coordination with the Salisbury/Wicomico Metropolitan Planning
Organization, contracted with KFH Group, Inc. to perform a Demand Response Transportation Improvement
Study. During the study, OTD services, ridership, and demand Shore Transit assessed – with particular
interest being paid to ADA paratransit service. After the assessment, KFH Group, Inc. also described the
following options to consider for improvement of the management and operation of OTD services:
 Working with area Health Departments to share the cost for Medicaid Non-Emergency Medical
Transportation being provided by Shore Transit
 Place more emphasis on Conditional Eligibility, where ADA applicants and riders are assessed to
determine whether some of their trip needs could be met on fixed route.
 Review service provided to Senior Centers (transportation provided under Statewide Special
Transportation Assistance Program [SSTAP] and 5311 (Formula Grant for Rural Areas – provides
capital, planning, and operating assistance to support public transit in rural areas) and limit service
based on available funding (since there are not the same capacity constraint restrictions on SSTAP
and 5311 service as there is on ADA, service is not required to meet the demand)
 Senior Agencies’ payment structure should be reviewed since the full cost for Shore Transit to
provide that service is significantly more than the agencies are charged.
 Analyze trip patterns for Origin to Destination riders and adjust Fixed Route paths to transition
individuals from costly specialized transportation onto Fixed Route.
 Shore Transit should have a dedicated IT staff person, not one who is shared with Tri-County Council,
who fully understands the scheduling program “Trapeze” and its robust capabilities.
Shore Transit made a number of changes, as recommended by KFH:
 Placing more emphasis on Conditional Eligibility through face-to-face interviewing for eligibility
determination
 Analyzing trip patterns for OTD customers and adjusting Fixed Route paths and schedules to
transition customers onto Fixed Routes
 Scaling back SSTAP and 5311 service for general public to two (2) days per week for Wicomico
and Worcester Counties
With the study being fairly recent, issues and concerns outlined in the assessment are the same issues
and concerns that Shore Transit continues to see.

Table 1 provides an overview of ridership by funding source, along with the percentage break-out of
ridership by funding source for fiscal years 2014 – 2019.
Table 1: OTD Ridership Break-out

ADA Paratransit

SSTAP

5311

Senior Service
Agency
(MAC / WORCOA)
% of
Ridership
Total

Ridership

% of
Total

Ridership

% of
Total

Ridership

% of
Total

TOTAL
Ridership

FY14

22,890

56.42%

6,495

16.01%

1,164

2.87%

10,024

24.71%

40,573

FY15

23,229

50.76%

6,300

13.77%

1,437

3.14%

14,798

32.34%

45,764

FY16

27,224

59.81%

6,696

14.71%

1,132

2.49%

10,467

22.99%

45.519

FY17

27,140

58.87%

6,874

14.91%

1,273

2.76%

10,811

23.45%

46,098

FY18

26,834

57.25%

6,658

14.20%

1,478

3.15%

11,903

25.39%

46,873

FY19

31,399

67.76%

6,958

13.91%

1,318

2.63%

10,356

20.70%

50,031

ADA ridership continues to grow and places the most demand on Shore Transit resources. Given that
federal law mandates that there cannot be capacity constraints for ADA customers, Shore Transit is
federally mandated to provide complementary ADA paratransit service during all days and hours
that Shore Transit Fixed Route bus service operates. The ADA service area is defined as ¾ of a mile
perimeter on either side of an established Fixed Route. Table 2 shows a break-out of ADA ridership by
fiscal year.
Table 2: OTD ADA Ridership by Fiscal Year

FY17

FY18

FY19

Trips

# Individuals

Trips

# Individuals

Trips

# Individuals

Somerset ADA

5,553

92

4,837

115

5,680

148

Wicomico ADA

17,384

263

17,404

266

18,932

321

Worcester ADA

4,203

147

4,554

133

6,787

157

Figure 1 provides and overview of Shore Transit’s Fixed Routes (denoted by colors yellow, orange,
grey, brown, blue, green, pink, purple and red). The symbol ”” marks trip origins that have ADA
funding associated.

Figure 1: ADA trips in conjunction with Fixed Route paths

ADA and Dialysis
Demand for transportation to dialysis facilities is increasing nationwide. The increasing demand is a
challenge under ADA, since capacity constraints are prohibited under Federal mandate.
Transportation funding used for individuals who are beyond the ¾ mile border (ADA Service Area) fall
under either 5311 Formula Funding (public transit in rural areas) or Maryland’s Statewide Special
Transportation Assistance Program (SSTAP – specialized services for seniors and persons with
disabilities).
With the growth that Shore Transit is seeing in ADA trips, one of the first places to start analysis is by
looking at the certification process. During the KFH study, it was highlighted that Shore Transit had
recently updated the Paratransit Application. The new application is much more detailed for both
the individual and the medical professional to complete. Additionally, individuals also complete an
in-person interview, so that the ADA Coordinator can better ascertain limitations that prevent
accessing the Fixed Route.
Are certifications on the rise?
In a word, YES. Currently, there are 1,525 Total Active Customers in the Trapeze scheduling software

system. Approximately 83% (or 1,250) of Active Customers are certified as ADA eligible. The number
of Active ADA certified individuals may seem skewed when compared to the actual number of
individuals who used OTD service over the past fiscal year. But it’s important to keep in mind that ADA
certification eligibility is typically for a 3-year period. An individual may have originally needed the
transportation service but no longer needs it because they have found another means of
transportation or have become homebound or are deceased. Also, as previously mentioned, Shore
Transit changed the certifications process, making it more detailed to ensure that the individuals who
use OTD service actually need it. This more detailed process began in FY17. Before that time, ADA
eligibility for some individuals may have been endless (based on condition). So, “active” in the system
includes everyone certified as eligible, not just those over the past two fiscal years.
According to the ADA Coordinator, she conducts approximately 30 interviews each month. Of those
30, approximately 15 are actually eligible for specialized service of some kind (Reduced Fare on
Fixed Route, SSTAP or ADA). Of those 15, approximately 10 are ADA eligible.
Table 3 shows a review of new riders using FY17 as the baseline:
Table 3: Number of ADA Individuals who used the service versus number of new riders (per fiscal year)

Somerset ADA

FY17
# Individuals
who used
the service
92

FY18
# Individuals
who used the
service
115

Wicomico ADA

263

Worcester ADA

147

FY19

56

# Individuals
who used
the service
148

266

111

321

137

133

46

157

66

# that were new

# that were new
77

Shore Transit knows that a portion of ADA customers are Medical Assistance (Medicaid) customers
who are either 1) accustomed to riding Shore Transit from the years of service that Shore Transit
provided to MA customers through area Health Departments or 2) are being told by area Health
Departments (who are supposed to be providing their own transportation to MA customers) to get
themselves ADA certified through Shore Transit. So, the hard line that Shore Transit/TCC had drawn
with area Health Departments to provide their own MA transportation has not completely absolved
Shore Transit from providing transportation to individuals who could receive it under MA through their
area Health Department.

During the KFH Study, this was found to be true and the following was recommended:
“Shore Transit approach Maryland’s Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DHMH) and the Lower Shore
counties’ health departments with a proposal that would allow for the counties to share the costs for the
Medicaid-eligible trips that the transit agency provides.
The counties would need to keep records on the Medicaid recipients who are denied NEMT service because they
are eligible for Shore Transit’s ADA paratransit or other DRT service. Shore Transit would then need to track trips
taken by Medicaid eligible riders, and this trip information would be shared with the counties’ health departments
to confirm which trips are Medicaid eligible. (The Medicaid-eligible riders may be taking a variety of trips on Shore
Transit and only the medical trips deemed eligible for Medicaid are relevant for this option.)

For those trips provided by Shore Transit and confirmed to be Medicaid-eligible, the counties would reimburse
Shore Transit at the agreed-upon human service agency rate.
There are at least two advantages of this option. First, Shore Transit would receive partial payment for the cost of
the Medicaid-eligible trips. And second, the state benefits as it takes advantage of 50% federal funding for the
state’s Medicaid program.”1
After taking a look at the ridership and customers, the next step was ascertaining if Shore Transit is
providing more ADA service than Shore Transit is federally mandated to provide (i.e.: providing the
trip outside of the operational times of Fixed Routes or providing ADA trips to individuals outside of the
ADA service area).
Figure 1 does provide a good snapshot showing that ADA trips are situated along Fixed Route paths.
Those trips outlying the ADA service area still have a portion of the trips falling under ADA. If the origin
is outside of the ADA service area but the destination is inside of the ADA service area, the trip’s
funding source is 5311 or SSTAP for the original trip and ADA for the return (and vice versa).

Customer Service Representatives report that when scheduling an ADA ride, the following are
considerations before scheduling the trip:
1) The customer is certified as ADA eligible
2) It is not feasible for the trip to be provided on Fixed Route (even if a slight path deviation of
Fixed Route is necessary)
3) The origin is within ¾ mile of a Fixed Route bus path (when unsure, CSR’s use Google Maps
to check the distance)
4) The trip time falls within the operational requirements of the Fixed Route – for both legs of
the trip (i.e. if Shore Transit take them there, does their return fall within the guidelines?)
5) When they are unsure, they check with their supervisor before scheduling the ride
Since the ADA Service area is directly tied to Fixed Routes, and as previously mentioned, it’s rational
to consider 1) making the fixed routes more accessible to encourage individuals to use that service
instead of more costly specialized transportation; and 2) scaling back service on Fixed Routes, which
in turn, scales back service availability for ADA service on OTD.
When KFH Group conducted a study of Shore Transit’s OTD Service in 2017, they suggested that some
individuals who were using OTD service could use Fixed Route Service if Fixed Route schedules and
paths were adjusted to accommodate locations where some of these individuals were heading to or
from during regular week-day travel. Shore Transit made a concerted effort to make Fixed Route
service more accessible. As a result, CSR’s are accustomed to ensuring that a customer won’t be
able to make the trip on Fixed Route before simply scheduling the OTD ride.
For purposes of this assessment of OTD ADA service, an audit of ADA trips over the past 3 fiscal years
was performed. A sample of ADA trips were randomly selected for each county for FY17, FY18, and
FY19. Twenty-four (24) trips were selected for each fiscal year for both Somerset and Worcester and

1

2017 Shore Transit Demand Response Transportation Improvement Study, KFH Group, Inc.

60 trips were selected for Wicomico (where most ADA rides are happening), for each fiscal year. Of
the samples, the findings were:
FY17
Somerset County – There were 5,553 ADA Trips provided. Of the 24 sampled trips:
 1 trip was found to have been outside of the ADA service area and should have been
assigned as SSTAP or 5311
Wicomico County – There were 17,384 ADA Trips provided. Of the 60 sampled trips:
 3 trips were found to have been outside of the ADA service area and should have been
assigned as SSTAP or 5311
 5 trips were found to have been provided outside of the acceptable service time (meaning
the ride was provided outside of the range of time that a person could have traveled by Fixed
Route).
Worcester County – There were 4,203 ADA Trips provided. Of the 24 sampled trips:
 1 trip originated in the SSTAP area ending in the ADA service area and should have been
assigned as SSTAP
Of the sampling, trips were scheduled under ADA guidelines approximately 91% percent of the time.
The scheduling errors found had little to no impact on Shore Transit’s bottom line. Trips scheduled
outside of the ADA service area should simply have been assigned to a different funding source. Trips
provided outside of service times would, most likely, have been rescheduled at allowable times
(since these trips had origins or destinations related to shopping).
FY18
Somerset County – There were 4,837 ADA Trips provided. Of the 24 sampled trips:
 All sampled trips were within the ADA service area and timeframe guidelines
Wicomico County – There were 17,404 ADA Trips provided. Of the 60 sampled trips:
 All sampled trips were within the ADA service area. 8 trips were scheduled outside of ADA
timeframe guidelines.
Worcester County – There were 4,554 ADA Trips provided. Of the 24 sampled trips:
 All sampled trips were within the ADA service area and timeframe guidelines
Of the sampling, trips were scheduled under ADA guidelines approximately 95% percent of the time.
The scheduling errors found had little to no impact on Shore Transit’s bottom line. Trips provided
outside of service times would, most likely, have been rescheduled at allowable times (since these
trips had origins or destinations related to shopping).
FY19
Somerset County – There were 5,680 ADA Trips provided. Of the 24 sampled trips:

 All sampled trips were within the ADA service area and timeframe guidelines
Wicomico County – There were 18,932 ADA Trips provided. Of the 60 sampled trips:
 6 trips were found to have been provided outside of the acceptable service time
Worcester County – There were 6,787 ADA Trips provided. Of the 24 sampled trips:
 3 trips Shore Transit found to have been provided outside of the acceptable service time
Of the sampling, trips were scheduled under ADA guidelines approximately 92% percent of the time.
The scheduling errors found had little to no impact on Shore Transit’s bottom line. Trips provided
outside of service times would, most likely, have been rescheduled at allowable times (since these
trips had origins or destinations related to shopping).
There can also be extenuating circumstances for why an ADA assigned trip may be assigned outside
of guidelines (for instance: the Transit Director or Customer Service and Support Manager is
contacted directly and asked to make an exception, if feasible, given what other service is being
provided nearby).
Given the number of ADA trips recorded versus the number of occurrences found in the audit (where
trips Shore Transit provided outside of the guidelines), rides that Shore Transit scheduled outside of the
mandate are few and far between and have little to no impact on Shore Transit’s bottom line.
The audit findings suggest that the Customer Service and Support department does a good job,
overall, of following the guidelines and not providing more service than is required.
Who is riding and where are they going?
Another statistic that stood out was the amount of rides particular customers take in the span of a
fiscal year. Many customers scheduled 50-100 rides per year, but a number of customers really stood
out as frequent travelers. Here’s a quick overview of those who rode over 200 times each fiscal year.
In FY17:
Somerset ADA: Trips for 9 customers amounted to 2,933 of the 5,553 total ADA trips taken. These 9
customers scheduled between 245 to 491 trips (each) for the year. Here’s where they were going:
Go-Getters/ Friendship Network
Dialysis (Fresenius/ Deers Head)
Blind Industries
Wicomico ADA: Trips for 23 customers amounted to 7,008 of the 17,384 total ADA trips taken. These 23
customers scheduled between 200 to 524 trips (each) for the year. Here’s where they were going:
Go-Getters/ Friendship Network
Dialysis (Deers Head/ Fresenius/ Penn Renal)
Blind Industries
To/From their employment (Credit Plus, Dove Pointe, BACIL, Centre at Salisbury,
Salvation Army, Pizza Hut), and Secondary Education (SU and Wor-Wic)
Worcester ADA: Trips for 4 customers amounted to 1,404 of the 4,203 total ADA trips taken. These 4
customers scheduled between 259 to 522 trips (each) for the year. Here’s where they were going:

To/From: Go-Getters/Friendship Network
Dialysis (Fresenius/ Deers Head/ Berlin Dialysis/ Davita Dialysis/ Penn Renal)
Various doctor appointments
Shopping at Berlin Walmart.
In FY18:
Somerset ADA: Trips for 9 customers amounted to 2,729 of the 4,837 total ADA trips taken. These 9
customers scheduled between 269 to 443 trips (each) for the year. Here’s where they were going:
To/From: Go-Getters/ Friendship Network
McCready Hospital
Dialysis (Fresenius)
Chesapeake Treatment Services
Wicomico ADA: Trips for 32 customers amounted to 9,821 of the 17,404 total ADA trips taken. These 32
customers scheduled between 200 to 552 trips (each) for the year. Here’s where they were going:
To/From: Go-Getters/ Friendship Network
Dialysis (Deers Head/ Fresenius)
Blind Industries
MAC Center
Salisbury Nursing Home
PRMC
Various doctor offices
To/From their employment (Daydreams Early Childhood Learning Center,
Gateway Christian Daycare, BACIL, Salvation Army), and Secondary Education
(SU and Wor-Wic).
Worcester ADA: Trips for 5 customers amounted to 1,568 of the 4,554 total ADA trips taken. These 5
customers scheduled between 234 to 481 trips (each) for the year. Here’s where they were going:
To/From: Dialysis (Fresenius)
Health South
Various doctor appointments
To/From their employment (Atlantic Hotel, Snow Hill Elementary School).
In FY19:
Somerset ADA: Trips for 7 customers amounted to 2,284 of the 5,680 total ADA trips taken. These 7
customers scheduled between 200 to 527 trips (each) for the year. Here’s where they were going:
To/From: Go-Getters/ Friendship Network
McCready Hospital
Dialysis (Fresenius)
Chesapeake Treatment Services
To/From their place of employment (Kohls).
Wicomico ADA: Trips for 37 customers amounted to 10,974 of the 18,932 total ADA trips taken. These
37 customers scheduled between 202 to 491 trips (each) for the year. Here’s where they were going:
To/From: Go-Getters/ Friendship Network
Dialysis (Deers Head/ Fresenius)
Blind Industries
MAC Center

Salisbury Nursing Home
PRMC
Various doctor offices
To/From their employment (Centre at Salisbury, Gateway Christian Daycare,
Building Blocks Early Learning Center, BACIL, Salvation Army), and Secondary
Education (SU and Wor-Wic).
Worcester ADA: Trips for 10 customers amounted to 3,217 of the 6,787 total ADA trips taken. These 10
customers scheduled between 219 to 495 trips (each) for the year. Here’s where they were going:
To/From: Dialysis (Fresenius)
ATI Physical Therapy
Salisbury Nursing Home
Various doctor appointments
To/From their employment (Atlantic Hotel, Snow Hill Elementary School).
While it is against Federal mandate to limit transportation of ADA customers to only medical
appointments, analyzing where they are going is helpful to know (in regards to Fixed Route service).
Could Fixed Route paths be adjusted to accommodate more ADA customers? Could days of service
or hours of service be reduced as a method to better manage ADA trips on OTD?
A closer look at the ADA trip data over the past 3 fiscal years showed specific trends. More than half
of ADA trips are comprised of individuals going to/from Go-Getters, and Dialysis Centers. Table 4
shows a break-out.
Table 4: Break-out of ADA trips

FY17

FY18

FY19

Trips

% of Total

Trips

% of Total

Trips

% of Total

Dialysis Centers

7,469

27.52%

7,346

27.38%

10,150

32.33%

Go-Getters

9,151

33.72%

8,523

31.76%

8,085

25.75%

General Public

10,520

38.76%

10,965

40.86%

13,164

41.92%

Total Ridership

27,140

26,834

31,399

Regional Routes (routes that serve all three counties and operate along highway corridors), operate
7 days a week and the time span of service is 4:20am until 2:16am in peak season (4:20am until
1:03am in the off-season). Route 253 also is included as a regional route, since it serves all 3 counties.
It operates weekdays from 4:00am until 11:50pm. Headways range from 1 hour to 3 hours (depending
on route).
Scaling back Fixed Route service would have no impact in reduction of ADA service for either GoGetters or individuals going to/from dialysis. Shore Transit is aware that many Go-Getters customers
actually utilize Fixed Route. Shore Transit is mindful to establish bus stops near group homes. For those
that must use OTD under ADA, Go-Getters facilities are situated along highway corridors within the
ADA service area. So, service falls within the operational times of Regional Routes. Dialysis Centers are
similarly situated – but even so, chair times would simply be changed to fall within the operational
hours of ADA service. Dialysis Centers routinely request tailored service for their patients (for example,

drop-off’s closer to exact chair time and pick-up’s as soon as patients are done). OTD Staff do a
good job of enforcing our operating policies.
Data does show that week-end ADA service is on the rise. Week-end trips are largely dialysis. Table 5
shows ADA trips scheduled for Saturdays and Sundays.
Table 5: Saturday and Sunday ADA Trips by County

FY17

FY18

FY19

Saturday

Sunday

Saturday

Sunday

Saturday

Sunday

Somerset
Wicomico

524
498

3
2

390
694

8
12

432
999

28
18

Worcester

262

0

208

22

372

29

When a decision is made to reduce service on Fixed Route, the impact is felt in ridership statistics and
farebox recovery. What happens in the wake of frequent service reductions/changes, is a public
transit system that is perceived as unreliable. Table 6 demonstrates the ridership repercussions of
frequent route changes as Shore Transit has tried to balance the service of both modes with the flat
funding received over the past several years.
Table 6: Fixed Route Ridership and Revenue Hours

FY14
FY15
FY16
FY17
FY18
FY19

Passenger
Count
330,841
249,890
350,666
318,922
277,335
262,668

Revenue
Hours
49,035.62
49,397.27
49,252.74
47,259.24
48,980.06
48,778.50

It’s worth noting that overall ridership is skewed by Salisbury University Student Ridership. Table 7 shows
SU Student Ridership since Shore Transit began its coordination with Salisbury University to transport
students from student housing to the university campus with associated revenue hours versus
remaining ridership with associated revenue hours.
Table 7: Salisbury University Ridership

FY16
FY17
FY18
FY19

Salisbury University
Passenger
Revenue
Count
hours
97,431
2,817.56
90,402
2,878.65
84,714
3,805.95
74,118
3,397.87

General Public Fixed Route
Passenger
Revenue
Count
hours
253,235
46,218.06
228,520
44,380.59
192,621
45,174.11
188,550
45,380.63

Total Fixed Route
Passenger
Revenue
Count
hours
350,666
49,252.74
318,922
47,259.24
277,335
48,980.06
262,668
48,778.50

Also noteworthy is ridership in respect to revenue service hours. Fixed Route service was reduced
several times over the course of FY15 – FY17, in a concerted effort to offset the rising costs of
Purchased Service due to increasing demand for Paratransit. Fixed Route service was significantly
reduced to the point in which it left the system not very user-friendly. The forced transfers left gaps in

service and the frequent changes gave the service a perception of not being reliable. As a result,
Fixed Route ridership decreased drastically (a result that is not as blatant in overall ridership as it is
when ridership for SU is extracted, shown above in Table 7).
At the start of the 4th quarter of FY17, the budget showed that Shore Transit would not expend all
allocations unless service was increased (therefore, Fixed Route service, which had been significantly
decreased to support OTD operational costs, was reduced more than was actually necessary). So,
service was increased as quickly as it could be coordinated and rolled out.
Because Fixed Routes had become so disjointed due to the repetitive service reductions, in the fall of
2017, Shore Transit worked on redesigning the routes for better connections, less forced transfers,
while remaining in the ball park of revenue service hours to which Shore Transit had increased in
order to spend down allocations in the final quarter of FY17. Because Fixed Route ridership peaks
during the summer months and tends to ebb during the Fall (with additional recession in January),
service was increased during peak season and scaled back in the Fall. The new route design was
rolled out in January 2018 and currently operates (generally speaking) as it was originally rolled out.
The exceptions include the Downtown Salisbury Trolley and the West Ocean City Trolley. The
Downtown Salisbury Trolley had operated 3 days per week and was reduced to only 2 days per week
in FY19. For FY20, the Downtown Salisbury Trolley will no longer operate. The West Ocean City Trolley –
which had operated Memorial Day Shore weekend through Labor Day weekend, did not run at all
for that same period ending FY19 leading into FY20.
While Shore Transit has seen a steady decrease in overall Fixed Route ridership since 2016, since
schedules have remained largely unchanged since January 2018, Shore Transit is seeing ridership
stabilizing – with the sharpest decrease in ridership coming from the number of SU students being
transported on Routes 106, 107, and 108. SU Routes (combined) account for approximately 3,400 of
total revenue hours operated during the fiscal year.
The table supports how Fixed Route ridership is stabilizing (and growing!) when comparing July FY19
and July FY20 (where Salisbury University Ridership is not a factor). Note: higher ridership with less
revenue hours.
Table 8: July FY19/ July FY20 Stats Comparison

July FY20

July FY19

Passenger Counts

19,881

17,899

Revenue Miles

120,809.54

125,576.84

Revenue Hours

4,097.82

4,285.93

FACTORS TO CONSIDER IF REDUCING FIXED ROUTE SERVICE AS A METHOD TO REDUCE ADA SERVICE
1) Worcester County is served by Regional Routes (which includes Route 253, since it serves all
three counties)
2) Somerset County is the poorest county in the state and is tied to Title VI. Service changes
cannot create a disparate impact on Somerset County residents under Title VI. Somerset
County is served by the Regional Routes (including 253) and 706 (which serves the Crisfield
– Princess Anne area Mon-Sat).

3) ADA rides, system-wide, are concentrated in Wicomico County and the concentrations do
appear along Fixed Route paths, as mandated. If the solution is to scale back Fixed Route
service in order to reduce ADA service, Wicomico is where the reduction would need to
occur. The issue then becomes “Where in Wicomico?” All routes, with the exception of
Route 706, serve Calvert St. in Downtown Salisbury. So, service hours around the Salisbury
area run the gamut since Regionals start early and run late every day of the week.
Figure 2: Wicomico ADA Trip Origins in conjunction with Fixed Route Paths

In order to achieve the desired outcome of managing ADA by reducing Fixed Route Service, Shore
Transit would have to concentrate on routes that only serve Wicomico. These routes include: Routes
115, 155 and 199 (the only routes that serve Wicomico solely) and the changes would need to
concentrate on later start, earlier end, or reducing the number of days that the route operates.
For the start of FY20, Shore Transit will be operating less service hours at the end of the year due to:
Eliminating Route 593 (West OC Trolley) – saves 57 revenue hrs per wk/ 833 hrs per FY
Eliminating Route 103 (Downtown Salisbury Trolley) – saves 10 revenue hrs per wk/ 310 hrs
per FY
In looking at routes versus ridership numbers and trying to make changes that impact the least
amount of Fixed Route riders, Shore Transit can save hours/money by:

Eliminating Route 155 (serves Salisbury/Fruitland/East Salisbury area, Monday – Friday)
o Ridership is low (approximately 150 per month)
o Saves approximately 60 revenue hrs per Shore Transitek/ 1,525 revenue hrs per FY
Noteworthy: Eliminating Route 155 has little to no impact on OTD’s ADA service due to the area that it
serves (largely duplicative service) and its limited hours/days of operation. The savings simply comes
from the route, itself, not operating.
Reducing the days of service for Route 199 (serves West/North Salisbury, Monday - Friday)
o Ridership is fair for a local route (approximately 300 per month)
o Service is Monday-Friday
 If Shore Transit reduces the route to 4 days per week, Shore Transit save 310
revenue hours per year
 If Shore Transit reduces the route to 3 days per week, Shore Transit save 618
revenue hours per year
Noteworthy: Route 199 serves a Title VI area. Shore Transit has to be careful about not creating a
disparate impact on individuals who reside in that area, by extremely limiting their access to public
transit. There are several Senior Living complexes served by Route 199. This route makes public transit
accessible to these individuals and actually keeps them off of OTD.
Eliminating Shift 4 of Route 115 (serves Salisbury to Delmar, Monday - Friday)
o Ridership for this shift is approximately 100 passengers per month
o Shift 4 operates the last trip, thereby ending service earlier – which , in turn, ends ADA
service earlier for the north end of Wicomico County
o Saves approximately 20 revenue hours per wk/ 1,040 revenue hours per FY
Noteworthy: There is very little impact on OTD’s ADA service by eliminating 115’s last shift. An audit of
ADA trips scheduled for this area, during the hours that 115-4 is operating, show that in FY19, ADA
service provided during shift 4’s timeframe were return trips from Dialysis. Eliminating 115-4 reduces
Fixed Route ridership by approximately 1,200 for the fiscal year and ends service for North Salisbury
early in the day for the general public. Dialysis Centers would simply change chair times, so these are
not trips that would no longer need to be provided by OTD service. This option is not a favorable
trade-off.
Theoretically, Shore Transit could also look at starting Route 115 later – but Shore Transit changed that
route in order to transition Somerset County ADA clients going to Blind Industries off of OTD and onto
Fixed Route. So, delaying the start to better manage ADA defeats the purpose if Shore Transit forces
ADA clients off of Fixed Route and back onto OTD.
In FY18, Shore Transit operated 48,980 revenue service hours on Fixed Route. In FY19, Shore Transit
reduced revenue service hours to 48,778.5.
Shore Transit plans to eliminate Route 155 and transition Regional Routes serving Ocean City to the
Fall/ Winter schedule (which reduces current operating hours) on September 23, 2019.
Considering that Routes 593 and 103 have already been eliminated, with the elimination of Route
155, Revenue Service Hours for the fiscal year are projected to land at approximately 47,060.

Keeping in mind that no changes would be made to current routes until late September/ early
October, removing 155 at that time is projected to land at approximately 47,798 for FY20.
What are other contributing factors to the rising cost of Shore Transit operations?
1) Overtime – Overtime (on both modes) caused by staff turnover/ staff shortages has caused a
massive accumulation of overtime hours. Supervisory Staff (all levels) do work diligently to keep
overtime down, but overtime for Shore Transit is costly.
a. Pay period 4/27 – 5/10 had 825 hours of overtime
b. Pay period 5/11 – 5/24 had 971 hours of overtime
c. Pay period 5/25 – 6/7 had 809 hours of overtime
d. Pay period 6/8 – 6/21 had 905 hours of overtime
e. Pay period 6/22 – 7/5 had 711 hours of overtime
f. Pay period 7/6 – 7/19 had 920 hours of overtime
g. Pay period 7/20 – 8/2 had 595 hours of overtime
Driver Recruitment is ongoing and interviews are routinely conducted. The Driver shortage is not just
being felt by Shore Transit, but transit agencies who have representatives on the Shore Transit
Advisory Board, report the same issue. It’s a nationwide phenomenon.
2) Purchased Service – The use of Taxi Vendors to support OTD demand escalated as drivers
complained about too much overtime, there were too many vehicles out of service due to
mechanical issues or simply not enough available vehicles to meet the demand for service.
Table 9 shows the Taxi Vendors that Shore Transit has worked with over the past 3 fiscal years
and the amount paid to each vendor
Table 9: Purchased Service: Vendors and Amount Spent in FY17, FY18, and FY19

FY17

FY18

FY19

Car X

-

-

$83,603

Pinnacle

-

-

$46,624

Salisbury Taxi

$33,040

$4,208

$4,334

Taxi Etc.

$29,005

$40,660

$29,041

Trinity Transportation

$3,790

$4,302

$38,259

TOTAL PURCHASED SERVICE

$65,835

$49,170

$201,861

Although no RFB was ever rolled out, there are contractual agreements with several of the Taxi
Vendors used in FY19.
 OTD Contract with Car X.pdf – Expired Short Term Contract (10/15/2018 - 11/1/2018), rate per
hour $60
 OTD Contract with Trinity.pdf – Short Term Contract (1/1/2019 – 12/31/2019), rate per hour
described as on separate Rate Schedule Sheet (no Rate Schedule Sheet as part of the file)
 Pinnacle Contract OTD.pdf – Contract (10/10/2018 – 6/30/2021), rate per hour described as
on separate Rate Schedule Sheet (Rate Schedule Sheet B attached – terms are $75 per hour
for local and long distance, $112.50 on holidays)

Fleet shortages and Driver shortages forced overtime hours to climb, yet demand for service was still
not met. Therefore, costly Purchased Service from taxi vendors was still necessary. All combined, costs
were driven up significantly.
3) Service to Senior Centers – Transportation to Senior Centers comprises about 25% of OTD
service. An inordinate amount of that 25% is specifically for Worcester County Commission on
Aging (WORCOA). Table 10 shows ridership statistics for Worcester County Commission on
Aging FY17 – FY19 in comparison to Total Ridership for Senior Centers.
Table 10: WORCOA Ridership in comparison to Total Ridership for Senior Centers

Senior Centers Ridership

FY17
FY18
FY19

TOTAL SENIOR
CENTER
RIDERSHIP
10,811
11,903
10,356

WORCOA

WORCOA
% of Total

Wicomico (MAC)

Wicomico (MAC)
% of Total

6,177
7,302
6,532

57%
61%
63%

4,634
4,601
3,824

43%
39%
37%

Of overall SSTAP service, approximately 60% is dedicated for service to Senior Centers.
While the number of trips for WORCOA did diminish in FY19, the strain on Shore Transit resources in
meeting the demands for their 3 Senior Center locations remained. Four (4) to five (5) fleet vehicles
are dedicated during certain time periods each weekday for transporting WORCOA clients. These
centers are located in Pocomoke, Snow Hill, and Berlin. Because the centers offer different services,
clients are not simply transported to the closest center. In many cases, the clients are transported
from one end of the county to the other.
Noteworthy: During the OTD Study that KFH Group conducted in FY17, it was recommended that the
payment structure for the senior centers be changed. Currently, WORCOA is billed a flat rate for a
minimum number of hours - $12,600 for 600 hours each quarter, which is approximately $21 per hour.
If more than 600 hours of service is needed, the cost is an additional $20 per hour per the FY19 MOU.
Shore Transit supplements the cost of this service with SSTAP and/or 5311 funding. It’s important to
note, too, that hours applied are revenue service hours, not actual service hours. Shore Transit
absorbs the cost of travel time from the Shore Transit Terminal to the location of the first pick-up and
from the location of the last drop off back to the terminal. KFH had recommended changing the
payment structure to better align with Shore Transit’s operational cost per hour – and to use actual
service hours as opposed to revenue service hours.
Currently, Shore Transit’s Director and Operations Support Manager are working with WORCOA staff
to set parameters and devise workable solutions that place less strain on Shore Transit’s available
resources.

Summary
Shore Transit offers two modes of transit service – Fixed Route (bus stop to bus stop) and Origin to
Destination (OTD). This specialized transit service provides door-to-door or curb-to-curb transportation
services for those who qualify (also known as paratransit service).
Shore Transit continues to experience increasing demand for OTD service. The most prevalent rise is
seen in relation to ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act). Individuals who have a qualifying disability
which prevents them from accessing Shore Transit’s Fixed Route service, and reside within ¾ of a mile
a fixed route path, are considered ADA (the ¾ mile border is known as the ADA Service Area). There
are federal mandates that apply for ADA service, such as: if Fixed Route service is operating, ADA
complementary service must also be offered during the same time frames that anyone using fixed
route services could travel. Shore Transit must also ensure that its ADA paratransit service continues to
meet the federal regulations for ADA service provision, in particular the prohibition of capacity
constraints. This requirement limits what Shore Transit can do to meet increasing ADA demand. It’s
important to also note that Shore Transit does not receive separate funding for ADA services.
Those individuals who reside beyond ¾ of a mile of a fixed route path travel under funding sources
Federal Section 5311 program (rural transit) or Statewide Special Transportation Assistance Program
(SSTAP). SSTAP provides funding for seniors and individuals with disabilities who reside beyond ¾ of a
mile of a fixed route path. There are no capacity constraints for SSTAP or 5311 service, which are
separate funding sources. It’s important to note that Shore Transit only receives SSTAP funding for
Wicomico and Worcester counties. Somerset County’s Commission on Aging receives SSTAP funding
for that county. Shore Transit does not provide any SSTAP service in Somerset County, as a result.
Shore Transit does, however, provide service under 5311.
Shore Transit has already taken steps to better manage the increasing demand for OTD service:
Placing more emphasis on Conditional Eligibility through face-to-face interviewing for eligibility
determination
Analyzing trip patterns for OTD customers and adjusting Fixed Route paths and schedules to
transition customers onto Fixed Routes
Scaling back SSTAP and 5311 service to two (2) days per week for Wicomico and Worcester
Counties
Growing ADA demands are more difficult to manage unless Shore Transit is prepared to make drastic
changes to its Fixed Routes by extremely limiting service throughout the tri-county service area (which
would have to include later start time, earlier end time, and/or change in days of service in order to
force ADA service to follow suit). Drastic changes such as this would make Fixed Route ridership
plummet (Fixed Route ridership is higher than OTD ridership). With limited Fixed Route service and
decreased ridership, it’s likely that Local, State, and Federal funding would also diminish. Drastically
changing Fixed Route service is not a feasible option. Shore Transit already increases/decreases Fixed
Route service seasonally, as demand fluctuates. Shore Transit also continually analyzes Ridership Data
and adjusts service based on established ridership patterns.
There are several areas where Shore Transit can take measures to mitigate rising operational costs:

Eliminate duplicative service and routes with low ridership (Route 155 elimination planned for
9/23/19)
When making any Fixed Route service changes (including flag stops), consider the implication
on the ADA Service Area. Introducing new service or stops (even flag stops) that change the
regular path of a route expand the ADA Service Area.
Revise service area for Senior Service Centers and increase payment structure (since the
current payment structure provides significantly less than the full cost for Shore Transit to
operate.
Eliminate Purchased Service for OTD. Purchased Service is costly and carries with it additional
hidden costs not considered as part of a contract. (Shore Transit/ TCC staff time for ensuring
compliance with Drug and Alcohol Testing, Sexual Harassment, and National Database
Reporting).
Consider working with Health Departments to share the cost for Medicaid Non-Emergency
Medical Trips provided by Shore Transit

